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The battle between Creed's Apostles and the Cerberus Team ends in a draw, with serious wounds on both
sides. Just when Train thinks he can relax again, his friends Sven and Eve are captured by Creed, who
believes that killing them is the only way to get Train to join him. Now Train has to race to save the only
people he can trust.
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From Reader Review Black Cat, Volume 10 for online ebook

Kyle says

Feels like a small step forward, and a weird sidestep that will take multiple chapters to return to focus. Creed
returns, but the purpose feels shoehorned and inorganic. The small storyline doesn't inspire a lot of
confidence that it will be meaningful, beyond the introduction of a new character or two.

Natalie says

Train left underground organization Chronos to live his life on his own terms - two years later, he's working
with his partner Sven as a sweeper. The action scenes are well-choreographed, the art is good, and the plot is
easy to follow and (mostly) believable. Kid Train is cute (though perhaps a slight cop-out, given Creed's
panic over the nanomachine injection).

Creed's plan at the church was pretty half baked - how are they surprised that the police are there, after
making all that noise? What else would happen?! Also, on another note, was the naked Rinslet really
necessary? It didn't really add anything to the story, except fan service.

Again, just want to mention how much the art has improved since volume one. Awesome!

I'mogén says

Omg I care about these characters so much!! The stakes rose yet again and I was fearing for everyone's lives!
This was the first time that it really hit me: Creed is actually psycho.. I can just imagine a dance sequence
with Train singing "why you so obsessed with meeeee?" THAT WOULD BE PERFECT! XD
There was something that unsettled me in this. I found myself a bit disturbed by the end of chapter art...
"sexy summer" was the theme and they chose Eve... She's a kid.... It's not explicit at all but why on earth
would they use her for this theme?! It made me uncomfortable and I had to stop reading for a little while.
I like how the other characters in this story actually acknowledge that normal people can't just go around
leaping over rooftops xD It's not just me that thinks Train can do some super crazy stuff and I'm glad its not
something that's ignored by the others.

(view spoiler)

Pick it up, give it a go and enjoy! >(^_^)<
Gén

Steph says

One of my top favrite manga series.



~~

Re-read for fun; still one of my favorite manga series.

Rena says

Little Train is so short and cute. He looks just like a little kid. I find it very amazing that these evil
nanobodies affected him is such a way though. And now Kyoko is probably going to get on my nerves
because she is going to be chasing after Train even if he does not hold mutual feelings for her. *sigh* This is
not going to go over well.

Bbabri says

4,5 stars

Sunni says

Haha train shrunk, rather odd reaction to that bullet...I thought he was gonna turn into an actual black cat or
something not just shrink in size.

Rachel (Sfogs) says

Train is infected by a nano bullet!
And he has an admirer ;-)

Selena says

Mini Train is adorable. I love little Train.

Also, fan girl Kyoko is always entertaining.

Nidah (SleepDreamWrite) says

Good volume so far in the series.



Ronyell says

 Yes, yes I know. Even though I have been reading the “Black Cat” manga series since 2009, I had not
really been keeping up with reviewing the series at the time. So, this volume will be the first time I had
reviewed this series, but hopefully, I will go back and review the previous nine volumes in the future.

Man, I have been enjoying Kentaro Yabuki’s amazing “Black Cat” series ever since I picked up the first
volume and to be honest, I had only just read the tenth volume of this series recently since the bookstore I
usually got my “Black Cat” manga series from had closed down. So, I was forced to wait several years to
figure out a way to read the rest of this series after the ninth volume ended on such a huge cliffhanger and I
was desperate in trying to find out what happens next! Now, I finally got that chance with the tenth volume
of the “Black Cat” series, “Black Cat: Big Changes!”

After the intense battle between Creed and the Cerberus Team in the last volume, it looked like no one
survived the battle until it turns out that Creed is still alive (though he lost his arm) and he is now more than
ever determined to make Train join his cause. This results in Creed kidnapping Eve and Sven so that he
could get Train to join him by killing both Eve and Sven.

 Will Train be able to rescue his friends in time?

Wow! This volume was absolutely amazing! I know that I had gushed over how much I have loved Kentaro
Yabuki’s “Black Cat” series before, but this volume was definitely something that was both exciting and
shocking at the same time! I loved the way that Kentaro Yabuki wrote each character, especially Train
Heartnet himself as Train is shown to be an extremely intense character who also has some comedic traits
that I found endearing. I also loved the characters Sven Vollfied and Eve as I loved their relationship with
Train, especially Train’s relationship with Sven as it is both hilarious and heartwarming, especially during
the scenes where Sven beats up Train whenever he botches a chance for the group to earn money, which
causes me to laugh out loud constantly! I also loved the way that Kentaro Yabuki explored the potential
threat that Creed poses, as he is trying to kill both Sven and Eve and that showed just how dangerous and
insane Creed really is (I mean, if you had read the previous nine volumes, then please tell me that Creed is
mentally unstable in his pursuit of Train)! I also loved the fact that Train was willing to risk his own life to
save both Eve and Sven since it proved how much Train really cared about Eve and Sven and what he was
willing to put on the line in that situation. Kentaro Yabuki did a fantastic job at balancing the humor and the
intensity in this volume as it made the story even more interesting to read and I always enjoyed the
characters’ witty banter with each other while they are fighting for their lives! Kentaro Yabuki’s artwork is
truly gorgeous and creative as all the characters are drawn halfway realistically and I always loved the way
that their hairs always glow on each page!

The only problem with this volume is that there is some gory violence in this volume, especially during
Creed’s battle with Sven where Creed cuts into Sven’s body with his sword and you can see blood squirting
out of the wounds. Anyone who does not like seeing gory violence in a manga series might want to skip over
these scenes.

Overall, “Black Cat: Volume Ten: Big Changes” is definitely one volume that you have to check out in the
famous “Black Cat” manga series and just as the title suggests, prepare for some huge changes to happen in
this series yet to come!



Review is also on: Rabbit Ears Book Blog

Christina says

The battle between Creed, Echidna, and Cerberus ends in a draw, with both sides sustaining fatal wounds. A
member of Cerberus has died, another is comatose, and the last now has the weight of two men on his
shoulders. Jenos swears to carry on the name of Cerberus, even if he'll be the only one left standing...
Meanwhile, Train has a run-in with former Apostles of the Stars members Charden and Kyoko, where soon
after, Echidna kidnaps Sven and Eve, luring Train to Creed. Creed had planned to turn Sven into a monster
so that Train will become disgusted by his current partner and flock back to him. However, when Train takes
the DNA-altering bullet instead of Sven, what will his fate be...?!

Big changes, indeed... There are just so many things in this volume that I want to talk about, but it would
take forever to type it all up. Time that I don't have, and won't have, for a little while to come. However, all
of the females, Eve, Kyoko, Rinslet, they were all so adorable and badass in this one! I also still like
Charden, even though he wants to see the end of Chronos. I'm sure he has good reason though. Chronos may
keep order, but they have a bad side too. They did create Creed, after all. However, every large organization
will always have its shadows. That's how the balance is kept. It's how the world keeps spinning, everything
must have some sort of balance. I don't really know of many characters that might know that, perhaps Eve
would in time, if she doesn't already. She's so refined and quiet, it's hard to tell sometimes just how wise she
really is.
Oh, oh, and I was so shocked that Creed lost his arm!! And that Cerberus is still alive in Jenos, and
somewhat in comatose Nizer. In the anime, Jenos never took Creed's arm off!! Did he...? Or at least, Creed
reattached or grew it back or something! He's just walking around with one arm now, like it's his amazing
battle scar! Also, didn't Train also turn into a child once before? Or am I thinking of the anime again? I'm
starting to get it all mixed up! But you know what? All in all, I'm actually starting to like the manga more
than the anime...! I'm so sad that I'm already halfway through with it.
On a bit of a different note, this was a great volume, and I am tempted to give it five stars. However, it wasn't
perfect, so I will restrain. I still have some questions about the events that took place in it, but I suppose
those will be answered in time. Another thing, is Creed really going to be the villain for another ten
volumes? I mean, gosh. He just can't give up on Train, can he? Although, after Train was shot, he did turn a
blind eye. But he also put his faith in Train to not die from it. So I feel Creed is becoming a bit less obsessed
with the Black Cat, but he still loves him to pieces. Oh, what a pitiful man Creed is. At least he seems to be
somewhat emotionally growing. But... He's going down the wrong path... I remember too, Creed had a sad
childhood. But they barely showed any of it. I wonder why? I hope we'll get to see the childhood he had in
greater detail at some point in the manga. Creed really is one of those villains you just love to hate, such as
The Master (Doctor Who) or Moriarty (BBC's Sherlock). And oh my gosh, Eve's creator looked just like her!
At first I thought it was her... I guess it would be kind of like her mother, in a way, huh? No wonder Sven
wants to keep them apart... Man, everything is just so amazing! The atmosphere, the angst, the character
developments, the battles! I loved it all! It was amazing. I just frikkin' love Black Cat!



Claire says

Creed's alive, Sven is hurt (again) and there is a child sized version of Train! Action packed


